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Let A(n)-((A(l),...,A(t)); ~20, AtI)+ s=* +A(t)=n, A(i)-A(i+1)%2 for 
*- 
Z- 1 . . , t- 1 and A(tPO), C~~)=~(A(~), . . . , A(f)); tN0, h(l)+ . * l +A(t)=n, 
A&*A(i+ l)H and A(i)= 1, 4(mod5) for i= 1,. . . , t). The first Rogers- 
Ran~anujan identity [l, p. 1093 states that for every yt, the finite sets A(n) and 
C(n) have the same number of elements. Recmtly Carsia and Milne [2,3f proved 
this result by presenting a bijection between A(n) and C(n). We are going to give 
another bijective proof which is very similar in form to that of Garsia and Mil~e 
in that it involves an kation oi two involutions, one of which ($) is equivalent to 
the Jacobi Triple Product Identity [l, p_ 211. However, our second involution (q) 
is considerably simpler than that provided by Garsia and Milne. 
.A(n) is trivia@ ‘isomorphic’ to 
S(n) = {(A(l), . . . , A(t)); rH, A(l)+ . . l +A(?) =r, and 
X(1)2* 9 l sA(t+t) 
bW, l . . , At~))~~(A(l~ -? t ’ ,_.,, A(i)+2i-1 -t _._., A(t)-tt-1). 
Let 
X(n)={(i;A(l),...,A(r));-r:<~<“, PO, A(l)r& *.* aAh 
a $5i2-j)+A(ld)+ l +A(++ 
and let X&I) an 
involution 4 in xi’(n) - 8 X C(n) which both change t 
x~-OxB(n) and ~~x~~=x~-~xC~~~ and thus 
bijection m : 0 X C(n) -+ 0 x B(n) is given by W(Q)) = the last well-defined ele- 
ment in ((t/~q)~(A))~=~; TT is well-defined since X&r) is a finite set and (#q)‘(A) = 
(+#(A), r>s*(A)=(qQ)‘-“(A)*(h) is in the range of ~~(~)~~XC(~), a 
contradiction. Note that T is an ~te~~~ion f the simple ma 
repeated until arrival at 8 x B(n). It is unlikely that a non-iterative bijection 
between B(n) and C(n) will ever be found since these sets are so different. 
~e~nition of q. Consider (i; A(:!). l . l , ALEX-Ox~(~). Let cf = 
Min{x;2j+x-A(x)>O), p=2j+a-A(a), t*= t+X(A(&=O)+x(A(&=0). 
Case I: A(ca)+A(k~)-5ja t*. Delete the parts A(a) and A(p); add 1 to each of 
the rem~ir~ing parts and insert A(a) -t A(p) - 5j _- t* new parts of 1; j-j + 1. 
Cuse II: A(a)+A(p)--Sj<t*. Let 
m =Max(z4a+2j-Z!; z+A(a+2j--1 -z)<t+Sj-2). 
Subtract 1 from each of the t parts and create new parts m and t + Si - 3 - HZ; 
iti-- 1. 12 is readily seen that c;p is an involution on X(n) - 0 x B(n) which 
changes the parity of j. Indeed if ci, i, etc. are the new values of a, i etc. after an 
applicatior~ of Case I, then 
J=j+l, a=@--1, A(B) = A(n + l)+ I, 
~-27’c?-A(li)=2j+a-A(la+r)~y, r-r,(a)+.~(~~)-_15j+2), 
-- - 
so A(& j + h(p) - 5;~ t’ and we arrive at Case II. Furthermore, applying Case II 
now !/ields m =A(a), W-ST--3-m== A(p) and we are back where we started. 
Simila~rly, after applying Case II WC are in Case I, application of which reproduces 
the original element of X(n). 
Definition of t#i Consider (j; A(l), . . *, A(t))EX(n)- 0 x C(n). Let to be the 
number of parts which are = 0 (mod 5) and for i = 0,2,3 let q be the largest part 
which is = i (mod. 5) (if there are no such parts mi = 0). 
Cuse I: s,+j>,O or mi>O. 
a): St,,+Sj--3*m,. Su~9tra~t 5 fr jrn each of the t0 parts which are 
rt of 5?64-‘j-3, +i-1. 
eletie the part nr2, add 5 to each of the to parts 
5j - 2 - 5 to) new par 1s of 5 each, i +-i + 1. 
: to+jsO and ~a2~=0, 
o. Add 5j - 3 to m3 (and sort); 1+-i - 1. 
Cuse II(b): nr3 + 5j - 3 < mo. Subtract Si + 2 from nzo (and sort); j +-j + 1. 
see ) which charges 
~a~~~~s 
(3 cp(2; ll,9,8, 
app ies. 
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,3,1)=(3;1O,J,7,2,2,2). Here a=+ p=l. Case 
15 
I 
(2) q&--2; 15,114,9,9, ,8,8,5,5,4,3,2,1) = (-3: P4,10,9,9,& &f&4,3,2,2, 1). 
Here f, =L‘ 3, mL = 2, Case I(z) applies. 
(o;3, I, 1)-q1;2,1)-5!+io;2,2. W+(1;3)~(o;3,2). 
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